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Thasos Group is an alternative data intelligence firm founded at MIT in 2011 and headquartered in NYC.

We transform real-time locations from mobile phones across the globe into objective and actionable

insights on the performance of businesses, markets, and economies.

THASOS

About Thasos

Based on the largest repository of high quality mobile phone location data after Google and Apple, our

AI platform enables for the very first time visibility into foot traffic at malls with nearly 100% coverage.

During the earnings reporting cycle for the first quarter of 2017 (“1Q17”), for our clients in advance of
scheduled quarterly earnings releases, we accurately predicted negative year-over-year (“YoY”) foot

traffic trends at mall anchor stores, including Macy’s, Nordstrom, Dillard’s, and Sears. To quantify our
accuracy level, the YoY growth in same-store transactions or same-store sales reported by mall
anchors matched our predictions based on foot traffic to within 0.7% on average.

Unlike the anchor stores located on mall REIT properties, many of the REITs themselves do not have a

means of counting the people who visit every individual mall they own. Instead, such REITs use people
counters for a sample of malls as an indication of performance for their malls nationwide. In at least one

case, a REIT appeared to use a sample of one mall to answer questions about foot traffic trends across

all properties. During the 1Q17 earnings reporting cycle, in stark contrast to the mall anchor stores
located on their properties, many mall REITs reported or suggested that YoY growth in foot traffic
across their mall properties was positive. Our data does not support such conclusions.

Key Conclusions
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Executive Summary

Mall REITs Face Declining Foot Traffic

▸ Most REITs operating malls classified as high quality Class A have negative YoY foot traffic on a rolling
quarterly basis through May 2017:

▿ Simon Property Group (SPG): -5.4%

▿ General Growth Partners (GGP): -5.7%

▿ Taubman Centers (TCO): -6.2%

▸ High-tech stores such as Apple, Microsoft, and Tesla have no effect in preventing declining traffic.

▸ Malls with destination restaurants such as Cheesecake Factory and P.F. Chang’s underperform by 3.5%.

▸ Malls with high-end department store anchors such as Nordstrom and Macy’s underperform by 3%.

▸ Malls and strip centers with grocery stores and consumer staples outperform by 5%.
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Definitions & Explanatory Notes

Definitions:

1. “YoY” means year-over-year.

2. “YoY foot traffic” means the YoY change in foot traffic at specified properties during a specified
time horizon.

3. “1Q17” means first quarter 2017. Unless otherwise noted, 1Q17 covers 1/1/17 - 3/31/2017 for

Mall REITs and 1/29/2017 - 4/29/2017 for anchor stores such as Dillard’s, Nordstrom, and Macy’s.

4. “4Q16” similar to”1Q17” but for the fourth quarter 2016.

5. “Quarterly” means a 91-day rolling window of YoY foot traffic .

6. “Monthly” means a 28-day rolling window of YoY foot traffic.

7. “Class A, B, C, D” means the quality rating for mall properties.

8. “High-Tech Stores” means one or more of the following: Apple Store, Microsoft Store, or Tesla

Store.

9. “Destination Restaurants” means one or more of the following: Cheesecake Factory, P.F.

Chang’s, Chili’s, or Applebee’s.

10. “High-End Anchor Stores” means Nordstrom or Macy’s.

11. “Low-End Anchor Stores” means J.C. Penney or Sears.

Notes:

1. Anomalous events: The significant decline in YoY foot traffic on 1/20/2017 that is clearly visible in

most plots is caused by people foregoing shopping to watch live feeds of Donald Trump’s
inauguration ceremony. Similarly, large changes in YoY foot traffic occur in March and April due to

a shift in the Easter holiday from March 27 in 2016 to April 16 in 2017.

2. Rolling windows: All plots exhibit foot traffic in terms of YoY changes for monthly or quarterly
rolling windows. A monthly rolling window is defined as a 28-day period of time that increments or

rolls forward by adding 1 new day and simultaneously dropping the oldest day. Similarly, quarterly

rolling windows are 91-day periods of time that increment daily. Such rolling windows represent
YoY changes in foot traffic insofar as they compare the same periods of time in consecutive years

(e.g., 2017 growth or decline relative to 2016 for the same rolling window).

3. Delayed data: While our data is real-time and up to date, we’ve only provided data through May
2017 out of respect to our paying clients.

THASOS
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Largest & Highest Quality Malls Underperform

Best & Worst Performing Mall REITs

As described in detail on page 13, the best performing mall properties contain grocery stores and

other venues carrying consumer staples. In Fig. 1, such malls range from about flat to 3% in terms of

quarterly YoY foot traffic through May 2017.

In contrast, we observed -5.4% to -6.2% quarterly YoY foot traffic through May 2017 for malls
owned by Simon Property Group (SPG), General Growth Partners (GGP), and Taubman Centers
(TCO), making them the worst performing large cap mall REITs in terms of foot traffic.

Fig. 2: Foot Traffic to Worst Performing Malls

Note: Plots represent quarterly YoY foot traffic measured at all malls owned by the specified REITs.
Only REITs with at least $3 billion in market cap were considered for this analysis.

Fig. 1: Foot Traffic to Best Performing Malls

THASOS
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Tanger Factory Outlet Centers (SKT)

REIT Earnings Commentary Reinforced by Data

Conclusion:

Thasos data confirms comments made by the SKT management team during the 1Q17 and 4Q16

earnings calls. Specifically, we observed positive 1-2% YoY foot traffic in 4Q16 (blue line in December
2016) and up to 9% in April 2017 (green line).

While the management team focuses on April in its 1Q17 comments, YoY foot traffic was -7% for
the first quarter ending in March 2017 (blue line). The data continues to show negative growth with
-2.5% quarterly YoY foot traffic across all SKT malls through May 2017 (blue line).

Earnings call comments:

1Q2017: "It's -- well, in the past the month of April, traffic has been up and sales have been up. We just

got traffic results and they are up mid- to high single-digits for the month of April.” Steven Tanger, CEO,

5/2/2017 (earnings call transcript)

4Q2016: “In spite of the weather impact, overall traffic was up 1.2%, or 1.8%...” Steven Tanger, CEO,

2/15/2017 (earnings call transcript)

Foot Traffic to SKT Malls

Note: Plot represents YoY foot traffic measured at 38 of 40 SKTmall properties.

THASOS
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Taubman Centers (TCO)

Conclusion:

Thasos data confirms comments made by the TCO management team during the 4Q16 earnings call.

Specifically, we observed positive 5% or greater monthly YoY foot traffic at The Mall at Short Hills
during December 2016 in addition to strong YoY foot traffic for Black Friday in November (dotted green

line).

However, our data suggests YoY foot traffic at The Mall at Short Hills was not indicative of YoY
foot traffic across all TCO malls; for the latter, we observed -6.2% quarterly YoY foot traffic
through May 2017 (solid blue line).

Earnings call comments:

“Based on parking comps and anecdotal evidence from our center management teams, we estimate

that traffic in our centers was better this year, particularly in December. As one example, at Short Hills,
literally every single parking space was full on Black Friday throughout the day for the first time in over a

decade.” Robert Taubman, CEO, 2/10/2017 (earnings call transcript)

Foot Traffic to TCO Malls

Note: Plot represents YoY foot traffic measured at 21 of 22 TCOmall properties.

REIT Earnings Commentary Reinforced by Data THASOS
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Macerich (MAC)

Conclusion:

Thasos data confirms comments made by the MAC management team during the 4Q16 earnings call.

Specifically, we observed at least positive 40% monthly YoY foot traffic at Santa Monica Place during
the referenced period (green line). We also observed flat YoY foot traffic across all MAC malls (blue

line), which is consistent with the management team’s position that traffic is not declining.

Earnings call comments:

“As we think about traffic I guess the global statement I would give you is that, look, it's a fact that
people are doing more research before they come and shop so -- and they are spending more per visit,
which would tend to make you believe that they -- on average, that visits should go down. But
anecdotally and where we actually have evidence, we are not seeing traffic decreases.

I mean, we have some centers like Santa Monica Place where the traffic is up ridiculous amounts. I think
it's up 40% in the last six months, but we know why. It was because some mass transit has come
recently.” Art Coppola, CEO, 2/7/2017 (earnings call transcript)

Foot Traffic to MAC Malls

Note: Plot represents monthly YoY foot traffic measured at 51 of 55MACmall properties.

REIT Earnings Commentary Reinforced by Data THASOS
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High-Tech Stores are Not Driving Traffic to Malls

High-Tech & Destination Dining Not Driving Traffic

The presence of High-Tech Stores does not have a material impact on YoY foot traffic at Class A
malls.

After comparing malls with and without such stores, we observed a spread of less than 1% in terms of
monthly YoY foot traffic through May 2017.

Foot Traffic to Class A Malls with & without High-Tech Stores

Note: Plot represents monthly YoY foot traffic measured at 168 Class A malls with High-Tech Stores and 108
Class Amalls without such stores.

THASOS
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Destination Restaurants are Not Driving Traffic to Malls

High-Tech & Destination Dining Not Driving Traffic

After comparing Class A malls with and without such restaurants, we observed a 3.5% spread in terms

of monthly YoY foot traffic through May 2017.

Contrary to popular belief, Class A malls with Destination Dining restaurants have traffic
deteriorating at more than twice the rate of their peers.

Foot Traffic to Class A Malls with & without Destination Restaurants

Note: Plot represents monthly YoY foot traffic measured at 105 Class A malls that contain Destination
Restaurants and 171 that do not contain such restaurants.

THASOS
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High-End Anchor Stores are Not Driving Traffic to Malls

Malls with High-End Anchor Stores Underperform

Malls with High-End Anchor Stores are underperforming malls with Low-End Anchor Stores by as much

as 3% in terms of monthly YoY foot traffic through May 2017.

This means that malls with Nordstrom and Macy’s anchors are losing foot traffic at nearly twice the
rate as malls with J.C. Penney or Sears anchors on a monthly YoY basis through May 2017.

Foot Traffic at Malls with High-End & Low-End Anchor Stores

Note: Plot represents monthly YoY foot traffic measured at 99 malls with High-End Anchor Stores and 160 with
Low-End Anchor Stores. Of the 1,011 mall properties that we cover, 99 and 160 represent the maximum size
sets of mutually exclusive malls with High-End and Low-End Anchor Stores, respectively.

THASOS
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Class A Malls Enter Negative Territory

Class A Malls Decline with the Rest

While foot traffic at Class A malls continues to be better than lower quality malls, it’s still -3% on a

monthly YoY basis through May 2017.

Foot Traffic Across Class A, B, & C Malls

Note: Plot represents monthly YoY foot traffic measured at 276 Class A malls, 370 Class B malls, and 307 Class
Cmalls, comprising 98%of all malls in those classes.

THASOS
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Malls with More Consumer Staples Outperform

Traffic Trends Vary by Mall Type

Malls and community centers with grocery stores and other venues carrying consumer staples and

less high-end discretionary goods are materially outperforming traditional malls, with a spread of 6% in

terms of monthly YoY foot traffic through May 2017.

Foot Traffic by Mall Type

Note: Plot represents monthly YoY foot traffic measured at select properties for most mall REITs. “Malls”
includes traditional mall properties with department store anchors and high-end discretionary goods.
“Community centers” generally includes consumer staples and discretionary stores with no major department
store anchors. “Supermarket anchored” generally includes properties with grocery stores onsite and more
consumer staples goods than the above categories.

THASOS
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Thasos 1Q17 Predictions Summary for Mall Anchor Stores

Appendix

The high level of precision with which we measure YoY foot traffic at mall anchors, as evidenced by the

low average error in our predictions, is identical for the broader mall REIT properties where the anchors

reside.

All of the predictions in the following table, in addition to over 40 others, were distributed to our clients

well in advance of each company’s scheduled 1Q17 earnings release. With market movements like

those below, our clients benefit greatly from our distribution of differentiated, timely, and accurate foot
traffic information.

Ticker Company.
name

Earnings.
release.date

Key.performance.
indicator

Thasos.
prediction

Earnings.
release

Absolute.
error

Close.over.close.
price.change

DDS Dillard's 5/11/17 Same0store3sales 04.5% 04.0% 0.5% 07.5%
JWN Nordstrom 5/11/17 Same0store3sales 05.5% 06.4% 0.9% 010.8%
M Macy's 5/11/17 Same0store3transactions 06.5% 07.5% 1.0% 017.0%
SHLD Sears 5/25/17 Same0store3sales 012.0% 012.4% 0.4% 13.5%

Average 0.7%

Note: The Sears stock price was down -33.5% from the close price prior to Macy’s release on 5/11/17 through
the close price prior to its own release on 5/25/17. While the price corrected on the release date, the net price
impact was consistent with the disappointing impact on prices for the other department stores.

THASOS
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Thasos Client Deliverables for 1Q17 Predictions

Appendix

5/8/17   
 

Forecast for Di l lard’s (DDS) 
 

Earnings release date 5/11/17 
Dates for f iscal quarter 1Q17: 1/29/17 – 4/29/17 
Thasos YoY for f iscal quarter Comp sales: -4.5% 
Confidence & average out-of-sample error Confidence: 4/5; Absolute OOS error: 2.9% 
Street est imate Comp sales: -4.0% 
Guidance N/A 
Last quarter reported Comp sales: -6.0% 
Last year reported Comp sales: -5.0% 
Geofence coverage 290/293 (99%) 

 

Rol l ing normal ized foot traff ic 

 

Histor ical val idat ion and forecast 

 

THASOS
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Thasos Client Deliverables for 1Q17 Predictions

Appendix

5/8/17   
 

Forecast for Nordstrom (JWN) 
 

Earnings release date 5/11/17 
Dates for f iscal quarter 1Q17: 1/29/17 – 4/29/17 
Thasos YoY for f iscal quarter Comp sales: -5.5% 
Confidence & average out-of-sample error Confidence: 1/5; Absolute OOS error: N/A 
Street est imate Total comp sales: -0.4% 
Guidance Total comp sales: approximately flat 
Last quarter reported Comp sales: -6.8% 
Last year reported Comp sales: -7.7% 
Geofence coverage 92/118 (78%) 

 

Rol l ing normal ized foot traff ic 

 

Histor ical val idat ion and forecast 

 

THASOS
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Thasos Client Deliverables for 1Q17 Predictions

Appendix

5/5/17   
 

Forecast for Macy’s (M) 
 

Earnings release date 5/11/17 
Dates for f iscal quarter 1Q17: 1/29/17 – 4/29/17 
Thasos YoY for f iscal quarter Comp traffic: -6.5% 
Confidence & average out-of-sample error Confidence: 3/5; Absolute OOS error: 1.1% 

Street est imate Comp sales: -3.2%; 
Implied comp traffic: -5.3% 

Guidance Comp sales: -3.0% to -2.0%; 
Implied comp traffic: -5.1% to -4.1% 

Last quarter reported Comp traffic: -4.0% 
Last year reported Comp traffic: -7.0% 
Geofence coverage 583/829 (70%) 

 

Rol l ing normal ized foot traff ic 

 

Histor ical val idat ion and forecast 

 

THASOS
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Thasos Client Deliverables for 1Q17 Predictions

Appendix

5/15/17   
 

Forecast for Sears, Sears segment (SHLD) 
 

Earnings release date 5/25/17 
Dates for f iscal quarter 1Q17: 1/29/17 – 4/29/17 
Thasos YoY for f iscal quarter Comp sales: -12.0% 
Confidence & average out-of-sample error Confidence: 2/5; Absolute OOS error: N/A 

Street est imate Total comp sales: -6.5%; 
Implied Sears comp sales: -8.6% 

Guidance N/A 
Last quarter reported Comp sales: -10.3% 
Last year reported Comp sales: -7.3% 
Geofence coverage 546/735 (74%) 

 

Rol l ing normal ized foot traff ic 

 

Histor ical val idat ion and forecast 

 

THASOS
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Thasos Geofence Coverage of Mall REITs

Appendix

Ticker Company.name
Properties.
geofenced

Total.known.company.
properties

Coverage.
percentage

AAT American*Assets*Trust*Inc 24 24 100%
AHH Armada*Hoffler*Properties*Inc 34 43 79%
AKR Acadia*Realty*Trust 181 181 100%
BFS Saul*Centers*Inc 56 56 100%
BRX Brixmor*Property*Group*Inc 512 512 100%
CBL CBL*&*Associates*Properties*Inc 73 74 99%
CDR Cedar*Realty*Trust*Inc 62 62 100%
DDR DDR*Corp 298 319 93%
FRT Federal*Realty*Investment*Trust 98 98 100%
GGP GGP*Inc 117 127 92%
IARE InvenTrust*Properties*Corp 70 74 95%
KIM Kimco*Realty*Corp 546 555 98%
KRG Kite*Realty*Group*Trust 113 113 100%
MAC Macerich*Co/The 51 55 93%
PEI Pennsylvania*Real*Estate*Inves 22 22 100%
REG Regency*Centers*Corp 296 307 96%
RPAI Retail*Properties*of*America*Inc 147 147 100%
RPT RamcoTGershenson*Properties*Tr 68 68 100%
SKT Tanger*Factory*Outlet*Centers 38 40 95%
SPG Simon*Property*Group*Inc 203 206 99%
TCO Taubman*Centers*Inc 21 22 95%
UBA Urstadt*Biddle*Properties*Inc 76 76 100%
UE Urban*Edge*Properties 79 82 96%
VER VEREIT*Inc 21 23 91%
WPG Washington*Prime*Group*Inc 109 114 96%
WRE Washington*Real*Estate*Investm 50 50 100%
WRI Weingarten*Realty*Investors 220 222 99%
WSR Whitestone*REIT 54 61 89%

Classification++ Properties+
geofenced

Total+known+classified+
properties

Coverage+
percentage

Class%A%Malls 285 290 98%
Class%B%Malls 370 375 99%
Class%C%Malls 309 312 99%
Class%D%Malls 47 48 98%

THASOS



 

 
Data Intelligence Company Thasos Brings Much Needed Transparency to Retail 

Foot Traffic in Its Q2 2017 Mall REIT Research Report  
 

GGP (NYSE:GGP), Simon Property Group (NYSE:SPG) and Taubman Centers 
(NYSE:TCO) Among Five Worst Performing REITs Based on Traffic 

 
New York, July 26, 2017 – Thasos Group, an alternative data intelligence firm that transforms location 
information from mobile phones worldwide into real-time, objective and actionable insights, today 
published its Q2 2017 Mall REIT Research Report to bring much needed transparency to mall foot traffic. 
Download the research HERE (www.thasos.com).  
 
Based on the largest repository of high quality mobile phone location data after Google and Apple, and 
with little demographic bias, the Thasos platform provides an excellent window of visibility into foot 
traffic at malls throughout the day, every day, with coverage of nearly 100% of U.S. mall properties. To 
quantify the accuracy of Thasos data, the Company predicted 1Q17 year-over-year (“YoY”) growth in 
same-store sales and same-store transactions for mall anchors—including Macy’s(NYSE:M), 
Nordstrom(NYSE:JWN), Dillard’s(NYSE:DDS) and Sears(NASDAQ:SHLD)—that matched reported numbers 
to within 0.7% on average. 
 
With accelerating growth in e-commerce and the fate of brick-and-mortar stores being questioned, foot 
traffic to malls has been the subject of ample speculation in recent months. But accurate foot traffic has 
remained largely elusive due to the lack of sensors REITs have deployed at their properties to count 
visitors. Many REITs count visitors for only a small sample of malls—occasionally as few as one mall—
and represent such visitor trends as an indication of performance for their malls nation-wide. Thasos, on 
the other hand, monitors foot traffic at nearly every property for each of the top 30 REITs by market 
capitalization. 
 
Research Findings Include: 
 

• Most REITs operating malls classified as high-quality Class A have negative YoY foot traffic on a 
rolling quarterly basis through May 2017. 
 

• The largest and most prestigious mall operators have the greatest quarterly YoY declines in 
traffic:  

o Simon Property Group (NYSE:SPG) (-5.4%) 
o General Growth Partners (NYSE:GGP) (-5.7%) 
o Taubman Centers (NYSE:TCO) (-6.2%). 

 
• High-tech stores such as Apple, Microsoft, and Tesla have no effect in preventing declining 

traffic. 
 

• Malls with destination restaurants such as Cheesecake Factory and P.F. Chang’s underperform 
by 3.5%. 
 

• Malls with high-end department store anchors such as Nordstrom and Macy’s underperform by 
3%. 
 

• Malls and strip centers with grocery stores and consumer staples outperform by 5%. 



 

 
FOOT TRAFFIC 
REITs with $3B+ market caps. 
 
Top 5 Best Performing REITs    Quarterly YoY Foot Traffic thru May 2017 

1. Brixmor Property Group (NYSE:BRX)     2.8% 
2. Regency Centers Corporation (NYSE:REG)    2.7% 
3. Kimco Realty (NYSE:KIM)      0.9% 
4. Federal Realty Investment Trust (NYSE:FRT)    0.6% 
5. DDR Corp. (NYSE:DDR)                                   -0.5% 

 
Bottom 5 Worst Performing REITs 

1. Taubman Centers (NYSE:TCO)     -6.2% 
2. General Growth Properties (NYSE:GGP)    -5.7% 
3. Simon Property Group (NYSE:SPG)    -5.4% 
4. Weingarten Realty (NYSE:WRI)     -2.3% 
5. Macerich (NYSE:MAC)      -0.7% 

 
 
“As our analysis has shown, accurate foot traffic is highly correlated to same-store sales figures,” said 
Greg Skibiski, CEO of Thasos. “It’s therefore surprising that most of the industry’s largest REITs lack this 
data, which is valuable not only for forecasting sales but also measuring the effectiveness of promotions, 
calculating conversion rates and ultimately providing guidance to investors. For the past three years, 
Thasos has been delivering real-time intelligence across almost every industry on metrics like customer 
visits, retail deliveries, airline passengers, hospital patients, manufacturing hours worked and more, and 
now we’re pleased to bring much-needed transparency to what has historically been an elusive 
fundamental REIT metric.” 
 
 
About Thasos Group 
 
Thasos is an alternative data intelligence platform that transforms real-time locations from mobile 
phones into objective and actionable insights on the performance of businesses, markets, and 
economies globally. Founded in 2011 at MIT, the firm is commercially successful with close to 25 hedge 
fund clients and scalable information products that have generated value for the last three years. 
Thasos’ management, investors and advisors are a who’s who of data scientists, hedge fund executives 
and academics, including PDT Co-Founder Ken Nickerson, Acadian Asset Management Founder Gary 
Bergstrom, former D.E. Shaw Chief Risk Officer Peter Bernard, MIT Media Lab Co-Founder Alex “Sandy” 
Pentland, and Andrew Lo, Director of the Laboratory for Financial Engineering at the MIT Sloan School of 
Management. Thasos occupies a unique position in the alternative data space by aggregating, validating, 
normalizing and analyzing the largest pool of high-quality mobile phone location data outside of Google 
and Apple. 
 
For more information on Thasos Group, please visit www.thasos.com. 
 
Media Contact  
 
Michael Kingsley 
Forefront Communications 
+1 914-522-9471 
michael@forefrontcomms.com 



Q2 2017 Mall REIT Earnings Recap (8/6/17)

Ticker Price Chg. (%)* Earning Date Company Earning Comments

BRX 2.0% 07/31/2017 Reaffirmed guidance

REG 2.8% 08/03/2017 Reaffirmed guidance

KIM 6.9% 07/26/2017 Significantly increased guidance

FRT 0.6% 08/02/2017 Increased guidance

DDR 3.5% 07/26/2017 Reaffirmed guidance 

Ticker Price Chg. (%)* Earning Date Company Earning Comments

TCO -6.1% 07/27/2017 Significantly decreased guidance

GGP -6.6% 08/02/2017 Reaffirmed guidance

SPG 1.9% 08/01/2017 Increased guidance

WRI 3.6% 07/27/2017 Increased guidance

MAC -3.9% 08/02/2017 Reaffirmed guidance

Thasos Forecast: Best REIT performers

Thasos Forecast: Worst REIT performers

*Price changes are the movements between the last closing before the public report release (07/26/2017 8am) and the first 
closing date after earning announcements.

1. The highest quality shopping malls are facing increasing pressure, as Thasos suggested.

“…challenges within the retail environment increased throughout the quarter…”  -- Taubman
CFO Leopold in Q2 earning release

2. Grocery is now a key driver of traffic, and REITs with grocers performed well, as Thasos
indicated.

”We always look at the grocery store as a traffic driver” -- Kimco CEO Flynn on Q2 earning call

“Partnering with highly productive grocers generates traffic-driving power…” -- Regency Q2
earning release

3. Top mall operators (TCO, GGP, SPG, MAC) are rushing to replace dying apparels with
other new retailer concepts like theatres and fitness. Thasos continues to monitor mall
traffic dynamics during this ongoing restructuring of tenants.

A 5.4% return by a market neutral strategy to equally long the top five and 
short the bottom five Thasos forecasts.

THASOS

Quarter Commentary
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